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Lincoln Out

Probable Starting line-up

Washington
Lineoln,
State’s heralded All-American
halfback, did not make the
COUgUrs’ traveling squad for
tomorrow night’s Homecoming
liana. at Spartan Stadium heea11.41. of seriously torn ankle
ligaments.
The talented WM’ senior, top
rasher In a powerful Cougar
offense. Injured his ankle In last
week’s COP game, hut was exIm.eted to recover In time for
San 40,44. State.
When the ligrunents failed to
respond to treatment after a
team
week of practice, the
physlean scrittehed Lincoln from
11,. trawdIng list late yesterdaj.

10L. 48

474.- ,
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No.
42
62
67
50
66
71
85
24
22
10
45

Pos.
WASH. ST.
S.J.S. No.
H. Campbell ....LER
P. Lorentzen 88
LTR
D. Copple
J. Sutra 78
J. Greig
LGR
D Erler 67
T. Erlandson
C
H . Chamness 53
RGL
R. Dupre!
C Mitchell 64
RTL
R. Green
B. McGrath 79
L. Schroeder ....REL
O Donahue 81
M. Melin
M. Jones 15
K. Lincoln
LHR.. D. McChesney 43
RHL
J. Boylan
M Burton 23
L. Blakely
J. Johnson 25

17,000 Expected for SJS-WSU Homecoming Clash Tomorrow Night
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Floats, Bandmen, Football Players
Being Readied for Big Weekend
fly TODD PHIPERS
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Slialents are hurriedly incorporating the final hits of crepe
paper and baling wire into parade
floats. band members are ironing
the creases out of their new uniforms and football players are
limbering up their muscles as SJS
prepares for the final, climactic
weekend of its 1960 Homecoming
activities.
Tomorrow at 5 p.m., a long proees.lon of colorful
structures.
marching units, beautiful coeds
and an occasional horse will start
iIs trek. via First at., through San
Jose in the 1960 Homecoming pa- ’
rade
QUEEN FEATURED
Paride chairman Gary ConLii,
estimates this year’s edition thy
hi:gr.-I to date. "Spardi on a
fari will provide a colorful s:
lane for onlookers. featuring 1’11,’’
Queen Maryleela Rat,
and her court.
Sly. Rao was chosen last Friday at a fashion show judging,
fills’ i113 student balloting on 31
quer:: entrants. The field wathierd to 10 in the voting, and
fro-. finalists were chosen in Morris Laihry auditorium Oct. 20.
The queen and her attendants -flonnin Corbin. Patsy Ross, Brooke
Shrbley and Grade Wilson -were
ann.e.nerel last Friday at the Coronatian flaIl, hold in the Exposition
hall of the Santa Clara County
fairgratinds. The music of Ray
Ilarkert and the presentation of
Sli,s Rao and her court highlighted the affair.
RONEIRE TROURLIES
1.1"’ ""ftlecoming bonfire rally.
Ire!’ Irert night, was this week’s
(Nohrod artisity. The rally was
prreaded hy the annual entry of
the Emversity of Santa Clara Into
the S.IS Homecoming festivitiecarloads of gasoline mm(11-fighting Bronco student
varied the rally site early Thur.
10111iting In an attempt to

Alumni Dance

oler 700 alumni and seniors
are exp0441.11 nt tin
.
Homer ..... lug dance in the Terrat,. rum ,f the Hamill:or gardemi. Ken itoed, es:is:lithe director of the sponsoring siltonni
association, sold 14rniors 1.1111111
obtain free tickets at building
It ta front of the cafeteria.
Ranee starts at in tomorrow
night.

maturely ignite the tinder pile.
A protective garrison of SJS
Greek pledges defendNI the fort
with some success, and only brief.
occasional flames shot from the
pile in the morning hours.
The spectacle was preserved. lor
the most part, until rally time al
6:30 last night. Yell leaders, song
girls, enthusiastic gridders and

master of ceremonies Barry SW(.1
}son helped fan the Homecomir..
spirit in attending students.
FINALE TOMORROW
The zenith of the activity will
he reached tomorrow when the
parade and the Washington State
football game lower the curtain on
t he 1960 Homecoming week.
(Continued on Page 13r

Shakespeare
Play Opens
D Season

I Pass-Happy Foes May Trigger
High-Scoring Grid Spectacular

"

\ II

Sports Editor

\ gallant. underrated San iii-, :.!tate football team charge- into a jani-packed Sparft y LI) itActicouT
The love story of Shakespeare’s tan Natlitim arena tomorrow night at 8 to do battle with a liongrv Cougar front the
"Romeo and Juliet" will open the
that is still lurking about in search of its first big kill of the 1960 campaign.
Speech and Drama department’s
itnessing the spectacle that will tuned before them. -mile 17.000 partisan root 30th season tonight as a 26-mem’era will encourage their local "’Davie to slay time powerful "’Goliath- front Pullman in
her cast presents a "simple and
the annual homecoming 11;aiiic.
direct" presentation of the classic
Wit-16110mi state link er-it
pre,ents an attack similar
that of Coach Bob Titcheplay.
nal’s style of play- -a pro-type of.
The SJS production will begin at
*
*
*
Cense which insures a rain of
8:15 p.m. in the College Theater
aerials tinder the candles at the
and will continue to play tomorS.IS gridiron.
row and Wednesday through Satsperual ticket 11.11h has lwen elahlished at the Nan arlos
Coach Jim Sutherland’s Cougars
urday of next week.
at, entrance to the men’s gymnasium to handle demands for
are considered a team with unlim"No special emphasis will be
resersed seat tickets to the Homecoming Game tomorionn night,
ited potential, %chose 2-3-1 record
given to the production in the
according to Art Johnson, SJS athletic puhlicity director.
’ isn’t an indication of its power.
acting and directing except to
The new office will he open between II amt. and 3 p.m.
WSLI’s only seasonal wins have
tell the youthful love story as
today only.
: been over hapless Stanford in the
simply and directly as possible,"
Reserved seat drieats for the San JOS.. St/114.-Vkasilin1410n
’60 opener, 13-14. and weak COP,
according to director Miss ElizaP411414. 1.111%1.1.141ty C01114,1 may also be purehased at the Student
31-12, just last weekend.
beth Loeffler, associate professor
Affairs Business (Mier., TIM, for $3 anythm- lip to 3 p.m. today.
These victories have sandwirhed
of drama.
Messer performances against Den.
The costumes, however, hose
I see. 23-28, Arizona Slate, 21-24.
been specially designed to fit the
I and Oregon. 12-21, with a 12-12
delicate mood of the Gothic period
leadlock with California thrown in
instead of the "stiffened costumes
good measure
er
and starched ruffs so character State. on the other hand, looked
istic of Shakespeare’s day," stated
id only once in losing to strong
Carolyn Tippit, designer.
megon. 33-0, hid has defeated in
NYBERG LEADS CAST
hi
\
I.
"complex
drill",
IS
I
1 will open with a
impressive fashion. BYL’.
Heading the large cast will be
i-i,ight’s followed by a spoctacular "magic Stanford. :11-2u. and Arizona State,
,o.,
.-ter Nyberg as Romeo and Caro- Homecoming game with Washing- trick featuring marrette Claudeen 12-7. the latter pair considered ma.n Reed as Juliet. In supporting ton State university will include Moreland." The hand director said, jor upsets.
des are Bruce Lovelady, as Mer- an array of bands, card stunts. he would rather let the "magic
Needless to say, a Spartan
trick be a surprise" to the public lionievoming triumph in0111d take
cutio. Romeo’s companion; Alton and award presentations.
1Blair as Capulet. Juliet’s father;
the hite ont of the Cougar and
The 90-piece marching band hut indicated it would he well ’Richard Rossomme as Friar Lau- from San Jose State College will worth watching.
send it Northward, a mere kitrence, the kindly Franciscan: and take the field first and perform
ten entangled in a spool of frusCONtiO VIA MUSIC
Sara Cori as Juliet’s nurse.
tration.
for the initial eight minutes. BogOM, et mi.. to
Ih year’’’.
Whereas IN Spartans have their
Escalus, prince of Verona, will er S. Muzzy. hand director. said
coming theme "Spardi on a Safaparticular standouts in quarterbe played by Donald Hughes: today.
the
hand
said
ri."
Profes.sor
Muzzy
Homecoming
famed
the
over
battled
GREEKS AND INVADERS
Paris, suitor to Juliet, by James
"We will be displaying our new
will take to the African Congo
police
bonfire Wednesday night. The greeks, some 90 strong, and
packin’ speed merchants Mac BurBertholf: Montague, Romeo’s fa- band uniforms before an SJS
via music and drills where they
Yestemporarily.
bonfire
who arrived on the scene saved the
ther, by Ron Magnuson: Benvo- crowd for the first time this year.",
ton, Doug McChesney. Willie Wilwill
form
two
political
horses
racfire
to
set
unidentified"
terday afternoon, however, "persons
lio. nephew to Montague. by John he said, adding that the uniforms I
liams, and the fabulous Johnny
ing
for
the
leadership
of
the
scene,
the
to
the pile and, according to firemen who were called
Higgins: and Tyhalt, nephew to have been well received among
Johnson. WS!: re’
Congo.
one -fifth consumed.
the pile of railroad ties, boxes, etc., was about
Capulet, by James Dunn.
the band members and various
taliates with an All-American halfdown the waterTransportation
band
PLAYERS
school
OTHER
townspeople and high
back. the WAY,: top revert er, and
I
in the cast are Ed Chitin directors. -One high school copied ways will be via a steam-belehing. the Coast’s hest passer as 118
the
riverboat
named
"Robert
K.
Douglas
,Tohnston
as Friar John.
our uniform last spring." he said.
prime forte.
as Balthasar. Robert Sherman as
Professor MII7Zy Said the band Lee."
of
the
5.15
honor
In
alumni.
The All-Arnerican is T11 111f. Other
Abram. Gary Hamner as an old
!Professor Muzzy said, the hand than a lad named Lincoln
man and the apothecary. Richard
Firebugs
Invading
From
as Gregory, George
I will take the shape of a mortar-I
This fell1"s Is no -honest
"tiingt. l’aradke" out In,’the
he "steals" yard.
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1,,,, itgr
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Clara students rushed the fire and Montague, Honda Gay Lewis, Anne
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Homecoming Game Tickets

H

alftime Stunts Include
Card !ricks, Majorettes

Spartans De.fend.Bonfire

Gustafson

Jungle Theme

On the Inside

tcr ART 1,N

’.ITN

Fridry: net,ber 2R. 1960

THERE’S A STOMPIN’ GOIN’ ON

Former Graduate Killed In Slide

II, a
vierdril Roger eseiny
graduate of SJS, was one of four
men killed Tuesday morning in a
rock -slide accident at the construction site of the Nekyell Creek
lien LomDam, ttAo
ond.

Four of the candidates for the
fourth district supervisor gathered in the Inned Quad yesterday afternoon and gave talks on
their qualifications and platforms before a small gathering
of students and faculty.
Under the sponsorship of the
"College Professors for Doerr,"
the four candidates, Robert
Doerr, E. F. DeVilbh*, Robert
C. Lindsey and Russell Roessler
.,ave talks in which they exessed agreement on such
points as a more equitable representation on the board of supervisors and the need for water
in this county.
Each of the speakers declared
that the majority of the super-

Is, il %%FloIi tal 111 Santa Cruz,
kaS graduated with a B.S. degree
from the engineering department
and was taking post -graduate
courses here at the time of his
death. He is sumiVed by his wife,
Stella, and one child.

Fraternity Given Tau Omega Trophy
pre-,,Ip
runs the
The
week for pa .140
houses are judged on a basis of
compliance with hazing laws and
community service projects.

Sigma ’
’ernity was
awarded thc Alpha Tau Omega
help week trophy Wednesday
night. The award is made each
semester to the fraternity who

BIGGEST
DOG
IN THE WEST

Lowest Prices
on Gasoline

Cigarettes 22c Pk.

SAHARA OIL CO.

opposite the science bid.
on E. San Antonio
Between 3rd & 4th

2nd & William

TYPEWRITERS

Standard

All Models
Electric

We Trade - Sell - Rent - Repair
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
CYpress 3-5283

124 East San Fernando

(Next to Cal Book Store) Free delivery, parking, pickup

BONFIRE BRAWLIhe University of Santa
Clara anti -bonfire committee composed of
about 75 students charges part of more than
100 greeks who rushed to the site of yesterday’s
Homecoming bonfire when the alarm was

Card Tricks, Drills
Slated at Halftime
rage I )
(Continued f
gi ad uatiun.
Upon the conclusion of the
band’s performance, Don Beviloqua, chairman of the cards committee, will lead the Spartan rooting section through four card
stunts prepared by Pat Clark,
Included will be a welcoming
"Hi’ to WSU, a crown honoring
Homecoming queen maryieeia Rao,
an "SJ" for San Jose State, and
a Spartan, the symbol of SJS athletic teams.
600 ROOTERS NEEDED
Rally commit tee chairman
Chuck Butters said the aid of at
least 600 rooters will be called
for during the halftime card
stunts. He said persons desiring
to sit in the special rooting section should wear "white shirts or
blouses" in order to produce a
solid white background.
Immediately after the card
stunts will come the presentation
of the Homecoming queen and her
royal court. They will be driven
around the stadium in a float
built especially for them by the
Associated Independent Students.
Concluding the halftime ceremonies will be the awarding of
trophies to winning organizations
at the 11,,mper,ming parade.

Spartaguide
.1111
Rally cortuallifre. card stunts,
Morris Dailey auditorium. 3:30
p.m.
IR(’. Model U.N. organizational talk and program, CHI65.
’;0 p.m.
NIONHAV
Hnai B’sith Mel, speaker.
Christian center, 300 S. 10th
st., 7:30 p.m.

Spartan 21ai4t

11

believe the times detnand invention. innmation.
. derision. I am asking each of you to be

ness. pioneer- on the new frontier. My call is to the
young of heart. to the stout in spirit, regardless of
party . . .
. .1 whole world
"All mankind waits upon your (lecis’
looks to see what we will do. We cannot fail their trust,
we cannot fail to try . . .
GIVE
VOICE.

ME

YOUR

1 Of R

HELP.

YOUR

II 1ND, YOUR
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visors represent rural-agrieultura! areas whereas the fourth
and fifth districts, which ft.,,
only one representatke apiece
on the hoard, contain 80 per
cent of the county’s population.
DeVillass, in his speech. de.
dared that the area surround.
ing Stevens Creek blvd. should
require special attention sinee
it is becoming a population cell.
ter. Doerr issued a call for the
supervisors to abandon their
"horse and buggy Philosophy"
Lindsey called for stricter enforcenient of welfare regulations
to reduce the number of
on the welfare rolls and Roessler
suggested that the election
,1,, t.,
supervisor, -

Major Oil 38c Qt.

HOT DOG
HOUSE

All Makes
Portable

Campaign Talks Given

Jr

Clara
union 76
SA7.

sounded up and down 11th st. Later in the day
another group got the fire going temporarily
until the San Jose Fire department arrived.

Firebugs Fail Homecoming
To Light Fire Activities Set
(Confirmed from Pali.- I
started at about 1 am, when a
group of Santa Clara students
charged the Spartan guards with
bottles of gasoline. As they ran
into the guards, isolated fist fights
broke out. Some of the people
were wielding clubs and bottles.
At this point several police cars
arrived and the officers broke up
some of the fist fights. With the
brawl quieted down and the guards
back around the pile of wood, one
of the officers told a group of
Santa Clarans, "Look you guys,
it’s a nice windy night. Why don’t
you just go over there and get
this thing lighted and get out of
here."
FIGHT BREAKS OUT
Then the invaders marched back
across the lot to the fire site
where they met a wall of guards.
One of the Santa Clarans became
angry and charged the Spartan
defenders and the brawl was in
full swing again.
For about an hour after that
the two groups stood around
taunting and jeering at one another with isolated fights breaking
out now and then. It was during
this period that a lone Santa
Claran managed to sneak through
the lines and throw a bottle of
flaming gasoline on the wood.
All during the conflict about
eight police cars stood by but
the officers just watched silently
from their cars.

(( ’ontinued from Page I)
Spardi’s safari will head t.
Spartan stadium following the parade, where the helmeted hunters
of SJS will test their spearing
tackles and shielding blocks against
a pack of WSU Cougars.
Queen Maryleela and a rooting
section of hopeful, white-shirted
Spartans will look on from the
safety of the stands as the SJS
griddeis seek revenge for their
30-6 loss to the northern invaders
last year.
Last season’s ambush by the
Cougars was a daytime affair, and
Spardi’s forces are hoping that the
more familiar nocturnal atmosphere will provide the impetus for
a reversal of the 1959 setback.

SPANISH KITCHEN
39 E. SAN ANTONIO ST.

5135 and $1.75
S -P -E -C -I -A-L
DINNERS
only
Sundays
&
Saturdays
(with ASE card)
NOW
Enchilada Dinner

$1.04

Spanish Kitchen Special

$1.25

Tamale Dinner

$1.04

Chili Colorado Dinner
Taco Dinner
Steak Dinner
Chili Verde Dinner

$1.04

Chili Rellano Dinner

$1.04

Chicken Dinner

$1.25

$1.04
$1.25
$1.04

FOOD TO TAKE OUT
We Cater to Banquets and Parties

Job Interviews
TM/ 51
I light Test
I .S. .%Ir
(.iiter. Will inter\
,leetrical.
mechanical, electronic and aeronautic engineers: full day.
L..S. Mart- Island Naval shipyard, Bureau of Ships (USN).
Interviews scheduled for electrical, mechanical and civil engineering majors. Check placement office for other majors
needed: all day.
U.S. General At-counting Office. Need accounting majors,
business students: full day interviews.

Phone CY 7-9950
1111141111WOOKIMMIWKAitiMi:;=r111
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For wearing apparel, gifts, decors and other Hawaiian needs
VISIT
THE

HAWAIIAN SHOP

(Montgomery

Hotel Bldg.)
26 W. San Antonio St. San Jose
CY 5-7066
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.
Open 10:00- 5:30 Daily

JUDD HAS IT!

in downtown .San Jose

YOI R FAVORITE BRAND
Lingerie
Munsingwear
Kickernick
Yolanda
Wonder Maid
Globe -Athena
Lollipops
Hosiery
Vision Hosiery
Triumph Hosiery
(Outsize’s, Ample -Tops,
Super -Long)
Judd Hosiery
Supp-hose by Mojud
Durham Deluxe Hosiery
Virginia Maid
(Sole Secret)
Claussner Hosiery
Best Made
(Silk Hosiery)
Daphne
(Wool Hosiery)
.Sporiswear and Sweaters
Sidney Gould Sweaters
Adelaar Blouses, Skirts
Malbe Blouses
Bras and Girdles
Hollywood V-Eff
V
Mk
Formfit-Life
Warner’s
Jantlen
Perrnalift
Exquisite Form
Lady Marlene
Playtex
Simon
Treasures of Paris
Gossard
e Olga
Peter Pen
Poirette
Peril. of Hollywood
(Jezebel)
WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP STAMPS
56 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
(Between Ftro & Market)

SAN JOSS

CORDUROY
BLAZER

i
(you’ll flip)

Make the scene on campus or in
town in the greatest...a corduroy
blazer. New semi-hacking pockets
and metal buttons. Two flapped
pockets. New ancient olive or antelope tan. Sizes 38-46.
17.95
CAMPUS LEADERS for a Century

1860/1960
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

1
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the P.,
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blvd. should
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$1.25

Welcome Alumni...

PIZZA

6 Types of Cheese

*Free Delivery
coit
CY 4-4009

,rr mile radius of campus

$1.04

$1.25

Holiday Drive-In

$1.04

HEY MAN!

$1.04

iVs the Greatest

$1.25

Delicious, Sizzling
Burgers

only

24c

FAST-SERV

050

BURGERSTAND
I njoy your lunch t.ro
"DEN"
4th and San Fernando

fteiewdy DtiveAi

Open till midnight

surg

11 ELL OME
to the Alumni
of San Jose State

N cvu-kti

h.- .sittd,rti.s. I luprisi

..! yleela now lists track only women on campus, and is listed
as a "hobby." although it once in "Who’s Who in American Colwas more important to her. She leges and Universities."
excells in the sport and was
SCHOLARSHIP STUDENT
named the "Top Woman Athlete
Miss Rao is on a Rotary scholIn India." She holds the Asian
Games’ record for the 80-meter arship to SJS. Also attending
hurdles, and all Asian records for school in the United States are
the 100-meter dash,
her sister and brother. NavaneeIn 1956, Miss Boo was the only tham, 19, and Sona. 22. "tiani"
woman entrant on the India OlymSJS stupie team. She reached the semi- is also a member of the
finals in the 100 meters before dent body and, like Maryleela. is
being eliminated by a pulled an active in Alpha Phi. Soria. her
muscle.
brother, is an engineering student
While at the Melbourne. Aus- ’ at the University of Santa Clara
tralia, games. MarYleela "s
The Italian beauty is uninflte
chosen the most beautiful par!ticipant in the Olympics.
enced by America’s short skirts
, Miss Ran pledged the Alpha Phi and tennis shoes, and retains the
! sorority in the spring of 1959. spirit of her country by wearing
and was initiated that fall. She dorm, flowing saris...
is also a member of Black Masque.
The painted mark on the
and is vice president of Theta
!Sigma Phi. women’s honorary1queen’s forehead is called a "tik, journalism sorority. She has been kit." It is a symbol of corte or
ri,!ried one of the 10 most active religious ceremony, but is worn
ecrati.e pill.by M aryleela for do
poses only.

JEWEL OF INDIA

$1.04

$1.04

Is TODD P11111.1;.
Maryleeki Rao, tin exotic, athletic and scholarly beauty from
Bombay, India, is now in her final
days as reigning beauty of the
1960 /Iomecoming activities.
Miss Rao was chosen SJS queen
last week from a list of 31 entrants. She is 20 years old and
a senior journalism major.
The queen’s father, a former
Kansas university tradk star. persuaded Maryleela to come to
school in America, after she had
attended two Indian schools. Influential in her choice was SJS
track coach Lloyd "Bud" Winter,
who visited the Rao home ill
, Bombay in 1955.
A psychology and philosophy
major at Xavier college, Miss
Rao was originally a physical
education major at SJS. She
switched to journalism in 1958
and is now serving her internship
’i ara Journal.
with the
NEW SECTIONS NEEDED
.
%I. HOBBY
Ni
"One thing is sure," he said. I
’,yell have to have new sections.
!! ticularly in the first two years." ,
Although students aren’t exactly
,ilting on the windowsills yet, all
beginning courses have at least !
five students over the maximum
of 25 ,announced by Dr. Goddard
at the beginning of the term.
Why the great influx of students?
One reason is because the Foreign Language department was
made a "service department" last
year. That means when courses
at SJS require two years of language, their instructors send students to Dr. Goddard’s department
for instruction.

In tile
01,411
.,.tiguage de- seeking admission came as a "comBs DAN PETERSEN
This year they ran out of classes partment, where 100-150 students ! plete surprise" to Dr. Wesley
Goddard, head of the department.
before they ran out of students. had to be turned away.
The laree number of students
He had to turn students away
.11 least that was the situation
from every beginning course-German, Italian, Latin, Russian,
French and Spanish-- and from
second year courses in the later
two.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY
’I don’t know ham many we’ll
. have to turn away next year," he
says.
I Dr. Goddard was pressed by a
!geometric steamroller. Two years
ago 875 students were enrolled.
A year ago, 1075 enrolled and this
year 1373 students are enrolled.
About a 25 percent jump each
year.
"If the increase remains constant we could very possibly have
1700 enrolled next year," predicts
the bearded professor,

NOW
$1.04

fl 111t s’

Language Dept. Out of Classes
Before It Runs Out of Students ’Exotic’ Queen Has Many Talents

SAN REMO

1.75

%HT

nifty. October 2*, 298O

111115

1MOI

FOR FINE FLOW ER"
GIFT.4 Of I/1,11 NI Ill IN

EITHER SEMESTER
To make things easier for 1. ginning students, a new prow
lets them start during eithei
fall or spring semester. Previ.,..
all beginning classes had to stai
in the fall.
Another plus on the depe
ment’s side is that it can sh.!..
any room that has a blackboaid
and a little peace and quiet,
cording to Dr. Goddard.
"We don’t need special eq
menu like the chemistry cla,
do, so most any room will do.’
The department employs 14 fulltime and three part time instructors. "We’ll certainly have to add
to the staff next year," Dr. Goddard said.
2 ROOMS
There are two exclusive classrooms for the department and it
shares 14 other rooms. Allotting
rooms is determined at the beginning of the semester, he said.
"I have not heard what provisions have been made for us
next year," announced Dr. Goddard.
What about enrollment for the
next ten years?
"Let’s say I get palpitations
iien I think about it," he said.

Potluck Dinner
Set for Players
.1,isi Players,
SJS honorary dra rna o rganization.
will have a potluck dinner Sunday
flight at 6 at the home of adviser
and assistant professor. of speech
Alden Smith, 18823 Tuggle ave.,
Cupertino, according to member
ol Warren.
Those who plan to attend can
signori on a sheet located across
irom the main stage entrance of
the College Theater in the Speech
and Drama building.

ALOHA FROM

HAWAIIAN FASHIONS, LTD.
Welcome home students.
-island,- when you are shopping.

Please visit our

Perfumes and colognes by Browny of Honolulu.
Clothing, jewelry and other gift items.
CY 8-1830

48 W. SAN FERNANDO
(Next to San Jose Hardware)

CAMPUS
SPECIAL

9"

ROGER S JEWELRY announces

For the First Time
an entirely new watch
with

San Jose State"
AND SJS SCHOOL COLORS
EMBOSSED ON
THE DIAL
MEN’S 17
Yellow Gold
Proof Anti
Mainspring HER HIGHNESS MARYLEELA RAO wears Homecoming Queen
Crown in monarch fashion. The queen, who reigns over Homecoming activities, will be in a parade down First st. at 5 p.m.
tomorrow. Maryleela received her crown at the Coronation
Ball last Friday night. The Indian beauty is holding Homecoming
trophies and roses.

WELCOME ALUMNI
TO HOMECOMING

’Chow Down Time

An average ui 10,000 people are
. served daily in the Spartan cafeteria. according to figures released j
( pre-. 2.8312
.iatt Fernando
by Mike Dolan, cafeteria manager.
Further breakdOwn reveals bakery production in the cafeteria on ’1
day to be the following. !
ITATITIT=nME6117117:"MliniranratIlITErtinzl a’i5typical
dozen rolls, 12 dozen cinna
11 rolls, 95 dozen sweet rolls, 15
,-it muffins, 1200 eclairs, 120
.’en brownies, 20 sheet pies. 15
:t pies, 62 cream pies, 162
.hingue pies. and 11 p,impkie

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 E. San Fernando
New and Used Texts Paperbacks
Teachers’ Aids

Cortier:41
#1,119kood ctudio

Engineering and Art Supplies

Serving SJS Students For
over 20 years

hi*

Jewel Swiss Watch
- Waterproof - Shock
-Magnetic - Lifetime
Handsome Expansion
Band,
LIMITED SUPPLy
50c A WEEK

ROGER’S JEWELRY

200 SOUTH FIRS-

VAUGHN’S
STUDENT CLOTHING Imo

CORDUROY
SUITS
The authentic "natural look" in the classic
three-piece corduroy suit.

GOING HOME
FOR
Thanksgiving or Christmas?

in
roy
;et s
ped
an95

"I don’t know." the queen answers in reply to a question of
Future plans. She does think, however, that she will enter administrative governmental se r v ice.
either foreign or civil, in her nulite country. Her hectic schedule
and the maintenance of an overall 3.4 G.P.A. leave little time for
blare plans.

COAT with natural shoulders
lop seam and metal buttons.
TROUSERS

in the

collegiate

plain front tapered leg model
VEST of matching cord thd,
reverses to handsome paisley

Make your reservations NOW!!
Colors: Antelope tan and traditional olive

Howard Nelson’s

Complete suit, coat, vest and trousers, with student cbsco,Jns

nturV
.
15 YEARS YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Doll
Specializing
and all Fraternity and Sorority events
in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.

"Quality With Economy"
The Finest of Everything in Travel
121 So. 4th St

24 E. San Fernando
49 NORTH FIRST STREET

CYpress 2-8960_1

917

TRAVEL ADVISORS
CY 7-2121

(up the alley)

VAUGHN’S
STUDENT CLOTHING UNION

PART1N DAILY

nelAor 2(1 1r/6f,

Jones-Melin Passing Duel Looms

Nnr4hwest’s Nuggets

Locals Salvage Tie in ’55

Aerial Artists in Action

Washington State Undefeated
In Three DS Competitions

I .
1nnotun
Slate
cuunter I N lam
In last fleck’s 61-12 rout of COP.
department, Saturday, could turn this frant an
the rushing
In
spectacular
to a chisel).
WSU’s Lincoln would appear to offensive
have no peer. having gained 429 fought, hard-nosed defenshe
yards, or approximately 71.5 yards hibition.
ASU, which had been list-waging
per game.
"Touchdown" Johnson. the lo- close to 30 points a glints, ran ink,
a wall against the likes
cals’ sophomore phenom, would
contest Lincoln’s rushing advan- Chamness, John Sulfa. 13111 Mc.
tage, though, having churned the Grath. Paul Lorentzen. Carl Mitchturf for ’281 yards and a 5.9 av- ell.and Dick Erler, and was held
erage, or roughly 70 yards an to a mere touchdown that coin.
ing in the first few minutes of the
Melin. a rifle-armed junior. has outing.
game
flipped his way to a lofty perch in
Spartan Kent Rockholt stands
According to Fry, "Prior iti the
rated WWII’ lii 11111 1(111)1 hug catcgors,
NCAA passing statistics
ASU game we thought this
Ni,. 2 on 69 completions in 121 athal lug booted 10 for an average
earning Game would turn into a
t empla for 957 yards.
of Ma yards to lead the nation
Over half of that passing yardand soar Ike Spartans to the wild, free-scoring affair with the
age can be credited to the crafty
team receiving the most Iiiealts
NCA.t, team lead in that departreceiving of Campbell. a sophoprevailing, but now we iealize that
ment.
Saratoga,
more front neighboring
com- the San Jose defense will i,,a
a
produce
could
what
In
the
nation
in
nabs.
with
’who leads
:19 for 5:35 yards and six touch- plete change of form, the rugged great problem with which
downs
Spartan line, which stymied it.
Al his present pace the converted prep quarterback %%mild
break the INCA.% receiving lnark.
as he has four games to go In
an attempt to smash the record
of Stanford’s Chris Burford, who
grabbed 61 aerials in ’59.
The Washington State line, poi ills at times, is not the best in
’he business, but in right tackle
Ron Green the Cougars have one
of the nation’s finest at that position.

Page I
fr
plied 852 yards rushing
he e
and passing, has been iii good as
ever this year despite the fast
the Cougars "haven’t set realized
their potential," :seconding to
athletic publicist Iflek Fry,
Accompanying Lincoln in WSLY’s
stai category are quarterback Mel
Melin. end Hugh Campbell, and
All -Coast tackle Ron Green.

San Jose State and the Wash- as SJS’ Ii
1 headmaster, the
ington State Couears have clashed Cougars rolled over the Spartans
three times prekaisly in Spartan 3:3-18
And last season opened with
football history with the men from
a dull thud for StilS as the CouPullman claiming a pair of onegars came down from tin- Pullsided victories.
man wilds to nail the Spartans
to the wail, 80-6.
A 13-13 tie in the 395:1 cantest
The
1959 contest
was I3ot
was the best the spartans base
Titchenal’s first experience with
been able to master against the
the WSU contingent.
Northwest school which only a
Keith Lincoln was a big thorn !
year ago Jumped from college
in the Spartans’ side last year.
to university status.
In 1958
Hitt year Titch noted, remembering that
the lauded "Palouse Moose" will
be hack again tomorrow night.
"We couldn’t contain their
offense last year," Titch said.
.1 couple of nifty Cougar punt
returns set up a pair of WSII:
touchdowns, he recalled.
Referring to San Jose’s chances
against the Lincoln -led forces tomorrow. Titch said the Spartansl
are more prepared this year.
"Our defense is better," he said
and commented to the effect that
the San Jose offense is in pretty
good shape, also. P.S.

COUGAR

BIGGEST DEFENDER
,
CHICAGO ItYPDDoug Atkins
, of the Chicago Bears is the National Football League’s largest
! defensive end. He stands 6-feet.
8-inches and weighs 255 pounds.

HILLVIEW MOTEL

CASA

3030 South 1st

LINDA
MOTEL
1669

Kitchenettes
Restaurant
Nearby

So. Firs+ St.

CY

5-3990

Family Units

30 units
TV

Heated
Pool

RESERVATIONS

ACCEPTED

NOW

Garages

CY 4-5173

RANCHBURGER

14 POUND GROUND ROUND

45c

Combination Plate

PULLMAN’S PRIDEFour standouts of the 1960 Cougars, End
Hugh Campbell (top left) leads nation in receptions, 08 Mel
Melin (top right) is top Coast passer, tackle Ron Green (bottom
left) was All-Coast in ’59, and halfback Keith Lincoln (bottom
right) was All-American last season and should repeat in ’60.

Campbell, Lincoln, Melin
Hog Cougar Team Stats
Inc git...ite,t
p1.0
ill
a Northwest gridiron since Hugh
McElhenny cavorted for the Washington Huskies a decade ago, displays his wares before a capacity
Homecoming c rowd tomorrow
night.
Campbell did his prepping at
Los Gatos High as a quarterback.
At Washington State he was converted into an end and has proceeded to become the best in the
entire nation at his offensive po-Itiin.
lie has been on the receiving
end of :39 aerials, good for 535
yards and six touchdowns.
In many aspects he has overshadowed the play if
nlerin teammate Keith Lincoln.
tt ho Is one of the greatest allaround gridders
er produced
at WM’.
decisive 431-24
Campis^il hottis
0 th
11
seoriir:

Melin, on the other hand, is
-’rictly the "arm" of the Cougar
attack, and very little more. as
!Sutherland doesn’t use his field
racc. hit \ TM accounted
or set en boss on defense.
deted
The Spartan QB has c
TDs and receiving three to,, 37 passes In four contests for
point conversion passes for an ;id531 yards while his Cougar counditional six points.
terpart has made good on 69
Lincoln tops the Cougars in
passes for 957 yards in six games.
rushing with 429 yards and a 4.7
average in 92 carries, and Fri,
also passed for 206 yards on 12 of-22. He has scored three TDs
and a trio of two-point extras for
his 24 markers.
Quarterback Mel Melin has been
a pleasant surp-ise, completine
69 -of -120 passes for 957 yards and
six TDs.
Defensively, end Jim Boylan
has been a wizard, Intercepting
four enemy losses for 56 yards
and also heading the Cougars
in punt returns with %m en.
lioNlan is al o ,econd on !I-e
receiving end with 13 sacce,sc,
ha. 253 yards and iihe Th. Pot,
Schenck follows with 12 for 13t3
VII’
N.P.

10

20
22
23
24

53 deluxe units
TV in all rooms
Kitchenettes
Phones in all rooms
Piped in Hi-Fi
Queen size beds
Heated Pool
US 101
5340 Monterey Ro,id
13a 7-9494

Son Jose 12, California

We!come Alumni

MOTEL CITY CENTER
Wil.hin walking distance of campus
Healed Pool

31)
31
3’1
35
37
39
10
42
45
50
51
53
60
62
65
66
67
tia
69
711
’71
7?
’73
75
75

Pia, el--

1111
Abbott. (et
Lincoln, lilt
Knight. (t11
NIelin, QPI
Ellingsen. (tIS
Connors, FR
Stanton. 1113
schenek. lilt
(*ampbelt. 11B
Kerronit. tilt
Haddock, CB
Harper, lilt
Campbell, II 1114
Blakely. FR
Erlandson,
Martin, D., C
Foster, (’
ilaehino. I
Cuplike. 11
Christean, G
Dupre!, 4:
fireig. 4.
Kerry. ti
Babbitt, I:
Jentom, T
breen. T
Wy Bets. T
Miller. T
I:list ran. ’r
it olteran. T

Should Jones, who’s still ham- ,
Tiered with a pulled ham -string
muscle, fail to go all the way. h.
capable understudy Chon
should he able to ho a better-that,
average chore from the Q13 pis’
On the receiving end. Campbell
tecord speaks for itself, hut II,.
Spartans also have a dandy ir
Horton. Vd10 knows what to
aith the ball after he grabs it.
Elongated Oscar Donahue is a
:cleat at clutching the pig-ikin ai
...add present a great prohlern
f: -antic Cougar defenders if th
Spartan Q13’s are on the stick.
What could turn out to he a
mtinkey wrench in the Spartans’
highly polished passing machlit

BOYI1111.

per

-17,71_.awrarz, IT

tr.t.T =fin

for

units

Open at 4 p.m.

Daily

CY 74108

95 Almaden Ave.

cpivey

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s II ast Beauti f al 1101 bran

Authentic Bavarian Fe (1
Music Every Niht
Deacon Shimmin
Dixie Piano
Sun., Tues., & Wed.

f
7zf.

Band

Red Watson
Deacon Shin-1min
Mon. & Thurs. Nites

c

Die Rhinelana, r
Fri. & Sat. NN

tit/

( Si 7-2002
51 So. Market
F.-:-Arringrarieralrilinna-a-afs-arfra

FREE

FREE

FREE QUART OF MILK
OFFER ENDS OCT. 31

NEW YORK
STEAK
Includes:
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

JIM SUTHERLAND
. . . 24-20-2 at
76
7,4

cpitiey,:s

ALSO . . .

WS1/

T
111111111r

81
xl
85
746
147

T

cpieey

EVERY SUN., MON. , TUES.

"hunt.
Laugh:tn., I.

Schrotalt p 1
Rushfeldt.
Martin. NI_ I.
’Aorta),
F.
%Vest. F.

MM

cpieey
1...

UPS

TOP S!RLOIN
STEAK

1,117E11

4,,RN,A

$113

Family units

M

MOTEL CITY CENTER

’t

San

Jose

cpit;ey

k

-

CYpross

4-9404

FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
TtavISION BANQUET ROO/r.
FOUNTAIN
coFFIEF SPOT.

OMERY HOTEL

South First St. at San Antonio

11,

Students Must Show ASB Card

COMFOPT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

DRIVE-IN GARAGE
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

7,

fit,

Alumni, Homecoming &
HOUSE OF PIZZA

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

size beds

ond Reed

Vat\ .11v..111.

cpitiey:4

Restaurant three doors away

Second

M

highlhisted

gi

Ar

King

Fourth and St. James

rohlierles of Bob Gans% aeriaI’-

Free Phones and TV

46 new deluxe

TKO’S TACOS

ery is the fine Interception ret
ord exhibited hy the Cougar de
fensean average of two thefts

WSU Roster
NO.

His 240 powerful pounds, harnessed in a 5-11 frame, spell nothing hut trouble for enemy attempts
To penetrate his right tackle slot.
A healthy Jones will give the
Spartans a quarterback of the
if not better, as
ame caliber,
Melin.
The SJS team leader is a better
niker and plays a far more out-.landing defensive game than most
observers give him credit for.

59c

Son Jose, California

.

A

A

Broasted Chicken to take horns.
Let SPIVEY furnish Broasted
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a thousand.

SPIVEY’S
DRIVE-IN
REV AUR ANTS

Julian Steaks
Fourth and Julian Next to

Burger

Bar

Monsters of the Mid-Way

on1.,

h is from ,tt.
o a closely.
efensi\ e ex.
m averaginv
Inc, ran int.
tes
Haiti,
Bill Me.
, Carl Mitch.
al was helil
that coinInutes ,of the
Prior to the
I this Mane turn into a
air with the
most

breaks
I realize I hat
e will he a
. which to

AM.
GUTTY GUARDSTricky’ Dick Erler (left) and Carl "Madman
Mitchell (right) constitute a vital cog in the tough Spartan line
while manning their guard spots in outstanding fashion.

’PER

An Ivy
Connoisseur’s
Find...

OUND

)S

les

5.95

Short sleeve
oxford cloth
pullovers.
In white,
blue, linen
& maize.

’37111111

dander
I. NH

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA, SAN JOSE

Dunde’a goes
Corduroy!
THE MOST POPULAR AND
WANTED CORDUROY
CLOTHES
See
Check

Qualify
the prices

II -

like oppontd,,
comment

"Comparative scores mean little in

a

game like this."G.P.

SJS Roster
N.i.
II
12
14
15
21
22
23
25
Si
32
34
41
43
45
52
53
54
63
64
65
67
68
70
73
74
75
76
78
79
80
81
LH
85
86
148

el
QB
Gallegos, QB
Hurtatio, QB
Jones, QK
1111
Doss, Hit
Burton, 11111
Johnson, lift
Rhodes, FR
Ruckholt, FR
Erdelatz, PIS
Blanco, HIS
McChesney, HB
Clifton, 1111
Atteherry, C
Chattiness, C
Slivers, C
McBride, G
G
Morgan, G
Frier, t;
Jones, (1
Woodward, T
Bass, T
Sanders, T
Hunt, T
Murphy, T
Sutro, T
MeGrath, T
Cadile, E
Donahue, t:
Chaid, E
Appledoorn, E
Pena, E
Lorentzen, E

001.0K.

I \ It’
l’
Most

to

SALES RENTALS

Wanted Colors
choose from

IN SAN JOSE
75 so. 2nd St.
CY 4-2322
Oven Thursday ’nil 030 p.rn.

Dundee.
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
SACRAMENTO
BERKELEY
SAN lOIE
SAN MATED PALO ALTO

5

By NICK PETERS

was.

First in
formal wear
since 1906

\1:111
.1 VALI

HS So. FIRST

with
only

FORMAL
WEAR

...;,1)RTs co \Ts

(,.4)11

games

,

GROUND HOGS Fleet
fullJohnny "Touchdown"
Johnson (top) and tireless halfback Doug ’Mugger" McChesney (bottom) have monopolized the Spartan ground game
the pair combining for 383
of the 543 rushing yards ac
cumul.ted by SJS.
back

Johnson Sets Pace
In TDs, Rushing;

Jones Top Passer
Scoring touchdowns like a gridiron Houdini.
fullback Johnny’
"Touchdown" Johnson is approaching the SJS scoring record while
almost single-handedly accounting
for all the Spartan points thus
far this season.
To date the Spartans have tallied 10 TIDs with Johnson personally responsible for eight while
indirectly responsible for another
with a superbly executed fake
plunge through the opposing line
"Touchdown" has scored 48
points, a two TI) per RUMP average, and only needs one TI) in
each of his remaining the contests to set a new SJS standard.
Jack
I./ontildson
(19491
and
larry lieck 1950 I current ly share
I he !word with 72 point seasons.
By scoring four six -pointers
against Stanford, Johnson equalled
a record held by four ex-Spartans, each of whom scored 24
points in a single burst of glory.
Johnson also has the team rush mg lead. netting 281 yards on 48
cries for a 5.9 average.
Quarterback Mike Jones has
Hied up to his excellent ’58 campaign by surging far ahead In
the passing department.
The Spartan field boss is 37-for67 and 334 yards.
I
Halfback Mac Burton leads the
receivers with 13 and also is tops
n kickoff set urns.
Kent Rockholt is unparalleled as
a minter. His booming hoots averaging 41.8 yards to lead the team
. . and the nation.-- N.P.

individual standouts from both
squads being cited in various cutegories.
San Jime State leads the onHon in punting, averaging 44.1
yards on 17 kicks to head I..S.U.
(42.3), Georgia (41.8), Montana
(41.7). and Texas A&M (41.5).
Spartan fullback Kent Rockholt
has booted 16 for a 44.8 average
to dominate the field. SJS’ "Golden
Toe" is followed by Denver’s Diu Fitzsimmons (43.21.
WSU is king in the impormd
lorward passing department, a
eraging 193.8 yards a game sk
Mel Melin and Keith Lincoln .
the throttle, to lead Wiscons
1181.6), V.M.I. (168.2), and S. -Jose State t 165.8),
Individually, Melin ranks sect in completions to Ilardin-Simmon,
Harold Stephens, 75 to 614.
rated
Washington State
12th in total offense with a
334.3 yards per mune clip, a
great distance behind leading
New Mexico State (417.5).
San Jose State is unranked ’,silI

behind New Mexico’s liobb)
tees, who has H3A.
Sophomore

Cougar

LL TRANSISTOR

Campbell is tied with S.TS’
ny "lotichdown" Johnson fol
enth in scoring, each havii.
ottint I,, stay in iirre i

;teroo Components ’Custom Sound 3991/2 W. SAN CARLOS

CY

7-7700

LARKS
HOME OF THE
HAPPY HOT DOG
PA ST

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

7.00
per mo.

FREE DELIVERY
AND PICKUP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

ART MARTINEZ

ROBERTS
Typewriter

156 W.

Son

Co.

FIRST NAT. CHGE.
BANK AM. CHGE.

Fernando

MENS
’ WEAR
NEW LOCATION
290 So, First

FeeRark;ng
in Rear
04 Slame

OPEN MONDAY & THURSDAY ’TIL 9 P.M.

CYpress 4-1 21 5

Beauliful Diamonds
for Beautiful
Brides
gorgeous ensembles
Ntale-for-cach-ntlicr engagerwmt ririg
and wedding, ring in exquisd. ,iiseinblesi. Every wom.11111:c; Ii,uitt,l lip
ri superbly impre,ive diamond ri..1
You will find it in l’n,rt.,r’vLi
selection. Or our exp,rts will idttIly
dedca one to embody your own in.
Here at Proctor’g you can nurulinstt
Willi utmost oailid.fite, not only in
tuiquestioned integrity but, as well,
in our long expelieneo. Our dianiond
sales %LICE averagcs twriity yc.as ia
this fieldl

from

S200

Priai fricIJdo Fadonal Tit

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

*hen ft comet to
DIAMONDS

You’ll do besi at

..
SUL’S
.43

DAILY -5

Spartan Ad

Needs no plug, outlet or extension cord! Slip it over

TELEPHONE PICK-UP I AMPLIFIER
STETHOSCOPE EARPHONES
EXTRA TAPE

ARTA

Soy You Saw a

’99"

ig, driving, writing notes.

cpartan 5.popt4

r

RECORDS AND PLAYS BACK VOICE
OR MUSIC, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME!

’

-

r

USE IT INDOORS, OUTDOORS . . . WHEREVER YOU TRAVEL

your shoulder or hid it into a brief bag. Use it in
the office, at home, during calls or in the car. Records 90 minutes on a single 3 reel of tape. Adapts
to record and/or amplify both sides of telephone
conversations. Stethoscope -type earphones available for private listening, leaves hands free for

’

A & M Auto Repair
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Rowergidel I
Hydrarnatic
Special Student Rates
C5’5-4247
456 E Se Sel..eck.

operates on 4 flashlight batteries
high-idelity MARK III

11igli

pack by 12.

PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER
Complete in luxurious scotch -grain
rrise. Includes microphone,
speolcnr, reels and tape.

end

I.

Campbell rates superior iiip iing. His 39 receptions lead I!,

MNWEIGHS ONLY 5 LBS. . . . as portable as your camera!

PORTABLE
TAPE RECORDER

SPARDI

Cougar Melin is fourth in toIf impressive statistics are any
indication of top-flight football, tat offense, accounting for 95:t
.4an Jose State and W51.. should yards to trail V.M.I.’s Howie Dye!
ignite some honibs in tumor - 110761, Oregon State’s Terry Bake,
row’s Homecoming struggle.
110131, and Wisconsin’s Ron MilBoth the Spartans and Cott- ler 19621.
Ltars claim a departmental lead
Rushing stats reveal Linertin
in current NCAA statistics, with as eighth with 419 yards, Our

Referring to Spartan and c
Titchenal’s

SJS, WSU Top KAA Stats
Rockholt Punt Monarcili

I.. I their offense will
He the best we’ll see this year.
aid Spartan coach Bob Titc161.
..orrint; to Washington SI
gars yesterday. "but," he added. "I think our defense can contain them. Al least I hope so..
’’The kids have been ’up for lb,
rd.-d two games and they should bc
,.1 for this one. In fact, they will
have to be, to stay with the Cougars," Tileh emphasized.
Again Titchenal does not expect
quarterback Mike Jones to play
much defense with his still bothersome knee, hut the squad, on tim
whole, is in fit physical shape.
End Gene Badgley is definitely
out and fullback Ken Taylor ha,
hung up his cleats for the year.
Tackle John Sutra suffered a contusion of the leg in scrimmage and
was on crutches Wednesday.
The Spartan mentor was unsure
whether Sutro would be ready or
not.
Fullback
Kent
Rockholt
caught cold in his back earlier in
the week, but was out in sweats
for yesterday’s workout.
gar

GANT
SPORTING
SHIRTS

.... 59c

Runnini Wild

IWSU: Best
Offense Yet

91 SOUTH FIRST ST., downtown
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

P/LCOdit%
) I
open Mon. ontl Thurs. nights
open Won.. Thurs.. Fri. nights

Spartababes Battle Cal Poly JV Today’SJS

Coach Art Lambert and hls
DAILY
aquamen journey to the inland
fober 28, 1960 seaport town of Stockton today,
appropriately enough, for a water
polo match with the Tigers of
COP.
The locals boast a 16-12 win
over the Tiger Seven in the Spar-

Jones Seeks Second Win in 3 p.m.
By PETE
PETE SHAW
Today is a day of decision for
1301) Jones’ San Jose State freshman footballers -a day which will
probably determine whether or
not their 1960 season will be considered a successful one.
The Spartababes tangle with
the Cal Poly itinior varsity at

3 p.m. in Spartan Stadium, and
if the freshmen can post a win
over the rugged eleven from San
Luis Obispo, the "worst" will
probably be over.
Paced by a half-dozen experienced sophomores and littered
with talent at most of the posltions, tin’ Mustangs will pntb-

ably be the toughest team the
frosh will encounter this year.
After today’s match the frosh
play COP and Cal, but both those
clubs reportedly don’t match up
to Cal Poly’s caliber of football.
The Mustangs must be rated
slight favorites this afternoon because of experience and a 12-7 win
over the UCLA frosh last week.
Jones Is optimistic about the
contest. And, according to the
yearling mentor, the Sparta.
babes are at full strength and
spirit for this one.
"If we can keep from drawing
too many penalties and stop fumbling so often we’ll be in real good
shape," Jones said.
During last week’s 40-8 victory
over Fresno State’s junior varsity
-the frosh’ first win of the season- -San Jose drew almost 200
yards in penalties and lost the
ball at least six times via fumbles.
Despite the offensive miscues,
the Spartahahe defense was so
stingy it tossed Fresno for rushing losses totaling 56 yards.
The fact that Fresno was able
to pick up only 30 yards through
the air, making about a 20 yards
gained average, speaks well for
the Spartababe defense.

WELCOME
GRADS
AND

FUTURE
GRADS
FROM

WOOD’S M’ENS
STORE
181 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Jones is hoping his defensive
wall will stand up equally well to
the Mustang charge.

CY 4-5534

THE HOME OF HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHING

On the offensive side the Sparta babes are probably as ready as
they’ll ever be. For the first
time this season, Jones has his
full 35-man squad ready for game
action.

WELCOME ALUMS

Included In the week’s returnees to action after injuries
are quarterback Walt Roberts
and halfback Larry TOPrean0.
both Important cogs in the San
Jose machine.

after the
game,
stop and
refresh . . .

t

wI
st A

A

,

Co-captains for the Spartababes
are tackle Ralph Wenzel anti
guard Don Jensen.
Wenzel, a 200-pounder from
Sunnyvale, has been a mainstay
in the San Jose line in previous
outings.

YE OLD
JOLLY INN
2 BLOCKS
FROM
SPARTAN
STADIUM

Jensen, another 200-pounder
from Downey in Southern California, has also played a prominent role as an anchor-man in
the Spartababe forward wall.
Jones said he’ll go with the
I same starting eleven that opened
against Fresno State.

RAY
ANDY
VIV
407 KEYS

(Between

9th and 10th)

The lineups:
SAN JOSE pos.
Johnson
E
Sandefur
T
Jensen
C.
Nelson
Rahy
Wenzel
T
E
Gardner
Bonds
RE
If B
Olson
Farris
IIR
I B
Cousin

CAL POLY
Tuthill
Sousa
Barger
Riley
Albee
F:hrmann
Nfaynard
McRride
Ragatz
Crow
Clark

HAMBONE’S JOINS SPARDI IN
WELCOMING THE WASHINGTON COUGARS

Poloists Battle COP Tigers

Crown-Bound
Bear Booters
Invade Sparta

California’s Golden Bears, apparently bound for the crown of
the Northern California Intercollegiate Soccer Conference.
journey down the Peninsula early
tomorrow morning for a 10:30
a.m, match with Julie Menendez’ ’
currently hot booter contingent.
San Jose, still a definite underdog, has toppled its last two adversaries, the Cal Poly Mustangs
and the San Francisco state Gators, and would like nothing better than to vanquish the Golden
Bears.
California, however, has its own
ideas. The once-beaten Berkeley
team is currently tied with Stanford and needs this one to "stay
in the thick of it."
California fields a predominantly
foreign team, capable of an offensive show of power.
Jerry Koopman, Tony Zanotto
and Joe Bat taglini form the nucleus of the Spartan scoring
punch, with additional help from
Abdul Mashal, and Dietmar Demeter.
Koopman notched three goals1
in the latest skirmish, with SFS.
Mendenez has had his club scrim- ,
maging daily in hopes of coming
up with the season’s biggest upset.
Following the varsity clash, the
less experienced JV tackle COP’s I
Tiger Cubs.

tan pool, but the "home pool
vantage" could reverse things
today if the Spartans are not up
to par.
Lambert indicated that his team.
which owns a 4-2 mark on the
season, may just not be up at its
best this week.

The aqua inenna
cool to
the San Jose practice et,sions this
week, terming them, "only fair."
"When we’re good, we’re excep.
Homily good, but at times we
are just the Opposite," Lambert
he said.
--- --Shop Spartan Ads!
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Aluntnii

Welcome
El) MOSHER ’52

AL IIAIIN ’56

WALT SCHORNO ’6I

PAT MOSHER ’52

JAN HILL ’61

JENNIE LIND ’60

4.

4-

and our undergraduate Spartan Staff extend
their best wishes for a successful Homecoming . . .

. .

f le I I .9

SHORT SHINE B.D.
Full

Button Doss it Front in

a Hati.te Oxford
in

White. Blue and Linen

SPARTAN DRIVEIN
S. 1st and Alast
THE CROWDED SKY
-la I
Dana Andrews
MR. ROBERT5
James C6,
L
TIN STAR

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Almaden & Akre
ALL THE FINE
YOUNG CANNIBALS
Roi.wwf WartnnrN.:.,
’
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL
Terry MooreL’ .

The finest in
COMPONENTS
AND CUSTOM
HIGH FIDELITY

TRU-SOUND
Stevens Creek
CH 3-1403

3400

women’s . . .
One of our newest arrivals -- the
eser-popular pull-over tab shirt in
linen or tan.
Just one of a selection of many
new prints and solids from whirls to
choose.
.77

osfier’s

":4+

Campus Shop
50 S. Fourth St.
CY 2-4500

Town & Country Village
Stevens Creek Blvd.
AX 6-6670

9:30 to 6:00
Thur. %I 9:30 P.M.

930 to 5:30
Mon., Thurs., Fri., ’til 9:30 P.M.

Arywww~.

HOMECOMING ’60
Spartan Cafeteria
Welcomes
Alumni and Students

BEAT W.S.U.

MIKE JONES, SAN JOSE QUARTERBACK

GOOD FOOD
Friendly Atmosphere

good place to meet for fun and enjoyment. Tell your friends
you’ll see them at Hambone’s for Homecoming party time.

A

Now At Hambone’s
PIANO & BANJO

CLATRE APPLEDOORN, SAN JOSE END

-GOOD TIME JAZZ -RECORDING ARTIST"
(formerly with the Red Garter S.F.)
417 South First

it’s our plo,Isure

CY 3-5900

to serve you
Ti

SPARTAN CAFETERIA

rs
is cool tq
ssions this
ly fair."
!’re excel).
times

Ads!
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14 Million in Construction Brings Campus Changes

_

I bi 51 5% 51

7SPARTAN DA11.1’

Former Spartan,. returning to
San Jose State may have a difficult time recognizing their old
ilma mater.
An ambitious five-year building
,,Jogram has changed the face uf
’tie oldest of the state colleges.

Friday. Oct. 2R, 190l

Homecoming
In Review

New construction totaling $14
imillion has been completed or is
,mder way to keep
with swell .rig enrollment.

State in

Homecoming began at
the administ rat ion
branded the college’s spring car-

pace

1948 when

city blocks

1 I: I
ORP010A1 I,
The remodeling id the iad Industrial Arts building paves
way for the enlargement of the
Corpora t ion Yard which forms
Phase 11 of Building and Grounds
CIMNi !lei ion.
When completed the Corporation Yard will extend through the
present Journalism building,
ring around its existing facilities.
The Journalism and Advertising
department will move into the old
Art Wing in Tower Hall, which is
being remodeled’ at so cost of

the

form-

a

Entire
were leveled
to make room for the construction
nival, Spann Gras, as a "drunken
ut on-campus dormitories. Combraal.- .he carnival was replaced
pleted this summer. the dorms proset., a
.1 parade down
The campus will literally extend
ide housing for 1200 students at
rally and a football game.
as far as the San Jose Municipal
a cost of
Airport when construction begin,
LARGEST BUILDING
soon at that site for a $1,162,900
The largest building on campus’ Aeronaut ics department building
The winning
:Ind the largest of its kind among
PUSHING SKYWARD
"Cowpokes Dead or Alive" built
California state college structures ,
Surrounded by city resideii’
sorority and
Gamma
Delta
the
is
the
new
$3,500,000
industrial’
by
areas, building expansion at
arts building whch was dedicated ,
the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
Jose State has pushed skyward.
last
summer.
troIt wan both the sweepstakes
Taking the place of the formei
Offering San Jose State art stuC’arnegie Library and later the
phy and the top award of the Greek
dents more than adequate facilities,.
College Union on the ri,,
the new Art building was built at
Fourth and San Fen
a cost of $2,000,000.
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS
The first state college Art build- ,i;;,.W<,
ing to include a gallery, it conYou’ll be so proud ...
preparation
Rent a
tains 34 classrooms with many
You just won’t be able
them into the marshy land
studio tables, cabinets and drawing
to keep it under your
by San Fernando and benches designed by art instructor,
and built by inmates at San Quenhat!
Seventh sts.
tin prison.
Another San Jose State first can
Student Rates
be found in the $1,500.000 Health
building. I.ast summer the sii,
3
dent health service moved
’l’ower Hall into the largest an,’
Use Our
building of its kin
NEW
YORK
(UPI,
Motor
veR(-rit to Own Plan
in the state college system
hicle accidents last year cost
Americans as much as they spent
for construction and right of ss
for new highways and streets,
cording to a study by the i.e.
nomics department of C.I.T. C’iii ;
The figure for both was $5.6 I,
San Fernando CY 2 MO I
le in
$1.36 Z:
III Is
It, 5% \ I)%
.1,.
Fries f .32
You!,
goodbye and rushing for the dorri,
$1.00 ,
may grumble about the 2 o’cliaa
lock -out as their night comes ti
ORDERS TO
a close. But for Barbara (Boblii
TAKt OUT
Holbrook, 2 a.m. begins anoth,
hour of duty.
Miss Holbrook.
22- year - 01,.
graduate student, is a resident aORIGINAL STUDENT TOUR TO THE PACIFIC
sistant at Royce Hall, one of tb,
’s
E. Santa Clara at 10th 0
new women’s dorms on Seventi
CY 7-9698
For her the 2 a.m. lock -ow
often means she has just one MI,I
hour to wait up for her girls t,,
UNIVERSITY
return from late-leaves.
SUMMER SESSION
There is no wasted time for
OFFICIAL COLLEGE PROGRAM OFFERING
6 UNIVERSITY CREDITS AVAILABLE
Miss Holbrook. After staying
UNIVERSITY CREDIT
Plus
trir
to 3 a.m, on a
$9
Classes Aboard Ship and Ashore
ONLY
Tax
next morning will find her
cafeteria duty at 8.
Earn up to 6 credits at University of Hawaii
summer session while enjoying full summer of
in the dorm. j
Besides her
fun and sun at Waikiki. Tour price includes: Out.
Miss Holbrook is a physical edubound by ship, return to West Coast by jet airplane, campus dormitory accommodations, and
cation student teacher at Samuel
most extensive itinerary of parties, dinners,
Ayer high school in Milpitas. An’r
ONLY
entertainment, sightseeing, sailing, beach achv.
both jobs are full-time.
ities, plus all necessary tour services. floundtrip
steamship and apartment residence at Waikiki
The duties of an R.A.
Earn 6 university credits while enjoying thi.
available at adjusted tour rate.
more than just waiting up tig
Orient. all inclusive price covers five countries,
roundtrip steamship, and all first class services
girls and punching holes in dinashore -very best hotels, all meals, sightseeing,
ing cards. "We have meetings of
inland sea cruise,. tips and most extensive
schedule of parties, special dinners, entertainaII the dorm personnel, meetings
tour
ment,
social
events,
plus
all
necessary
9 UNIVERSITY CREDITS AVAILABLE
R.A.s, executive board
services. Arranged by J. D. Howard who visits
the Orient as many as three times a year.
meetings within the dorm, gei,
ONLY$1892
eral house meetings for everyone
CHOICE OF COURSESALL FIELD STUDIES
Hawaii program above combined with 21 days
and special floor meetings," lists
on Japan field study course of 3 university
units
3
Humanities
credits. Japan tour includes roundtrIp jet travel
Miss Holbrook.
from West Coast, and all first class and deluxe
3 units
Social Sciences
end with
But her
services ashore -very best hotels, all meals, tips
meetings, either. There are always
and sightseeing, plus extensive parties, special
3 units
Oriental Art
dinners, entertainment, and social events as well
exinspections,
room
sudden
Oriental Art Appreciation . .
3 units
as all necessary tour services.
changes with the men’s dorms to
chaperone and endless pranks with
APPLY:
which to contend.
"Last week I was thrown in
the shower and got my clothes all
S78 GRAND AVE . OAKLAND 10. CALIF.
wet." she recalls with an amused
grin. "But every morning I find
flowers on my door," she quickly
San Jose. Calif.
CY 2-7303
360 East Reed
added

Library addibe completed this summer

52,615,600 six -story
tion will

the beginning of the school year.

FUTURE PLANS
Across the walkway from the
Buildings planned in the future
Library, $850,000 has been allot- are a 2000-car multi -floor parking
ted to add a second Story to the go rage an Education building, a
Science addition, a Business build Speech and Drama building
ItOTC Police School buildConstruction is continuing on an 1,111.
addition to the MUSIC ing. an Aialio-Visual addition arid
building being built between the Ion addition to the Women’s gym.

$820,140

Music and new Art buildings.

Ex -Spartans may recognize old
A glance down Seventh St. will friends daring
reveal $8,888,400 worth of con- they Will be hard pressed to reef*.
struction on the Engineering budd- Mae the changing face of San Jose
ing addition where work began ar State

Homecoming but

First

$5,160,000.

Good Luck

float last year was

transport corrugated steel pipes
in
for pile-driving
area
bounded
A new $8888400
Engineering building addition
will rise in the area.

TYPEWRITER
Special

Months $18

Accidents Costly

KBM

HOWARD

4-

SUMMER

Homecoming Game
t
Washington State

P
H.,
(1_5arbei He 1-

best -equipped

Dorm Helper
Works Hard

VINCE’S BARBER
SHOP
139 E. San Antonio

KENNEDY BUSINESS
MACHINES
E.

San Jose State

STUDY TOURS

Bar-B-Q Chicken
Bar-B-Q Spare Ribs
sso.
..; Bar -B-Q Beef
s,
Southern Fried Chickenz:
Home-Made Pies
,.
All Dinners
Burgers with
Lunch
fs,

Look

for the

Special

SAN JOSE NEWS

FOOTBALL EDITION
at Spartan Stadium
Saturday Nite!

On

COLOR GRID CARTOON
BIG EASY -TO -READ LINEUP

Ask for FREE Theater:’:
Ticket
428

LAST

MINUTE STORIES

Nierciirs and Ni.s.

1’26 LAtilluaC cljeaft

ORIENT STUDY TOUR

H AWA I I

IC

63 DAYS
JUNE 7- AUG. 8

weekend night,

HAWAII
JAPAN
FORMOSA
PHILIPPINES
HONG KONG

66 DAYS

work

1892

SLUUDRY

JAPATvail

lust for

82 Days

work doesn’t

While State bags
ougars. bag yourself
a leopard at
silloer

HOWARD TOURS

110

MRS. ROBERT McCROSKEY

FOR

telirii lined I

Chanel lined jacket

COLLEGE
From
OR
$5950 CAREER
A
PRACTICAL
NATURAL
SHOULDER
3 -PIECE
SUIT
FOR
COLLEGE
STUDENT
OR
YOUNG
EXECUTIVE

12 ’11;

abio (tradable in leopard

ALL

,FE

WOOL,

DON BROWN

ALL

enpard cap rise

2.50

1 1.98

Remember
.-Isk for vonr cigarette
Indit. I to WI the Sate boy,’
CreAr

CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE

GORDON’S

SIZES,

IN
OLIVE,
GRAY,
RAISIN
BROWN

Leopard belt

4

13.98

For Your

Clothing
Problems

?CORDON’S
J4m eickqgkeit

199 SOUTH FIRST

CY 3-2125

OPEN
MON
THURS
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Friday. Oct. 28, 1960
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Greeks, Alums
Plan Festivities

-..3parian Society

RACING AND TOURING BIKES
8 6 10 Speeds
from the finest European manufacturers
See us toddy
9:00 pm.

Pael’A 4cle4
1435 The A rimed,t

CV 3-9766

ALL
RECORDS
AT DISCOUNT
STEREOPHONIC
CLASSICS

MONAURAL
POPULAR

.J.uu, sluiuilons, Phi
ii San
Hum,.
,cnior home
,t
major from Lafayette, t
,kr,IICS
’I Inglewood.
Irvine. University of C.tiliolt111:1
to Martin 1
front
graduate front Salinas.
SJS in engine.,
1,orn BakersJill Morse. sophomore English -I field. now In the
army.
journalism major from South San; Alpha
Omicron Pi Marilyn
Francisco. to Put Me(’leaahan,
Sehwilk, former nursing major at
Theta Chi social science senior
SJS. front Sacramento. to Delta
from Campbell.
Sigma Phi Ronald Elliot front
Phi Mu Jeauette. Stewart. senior Alameda.
elementary education major front , tiail Netebrand, Alpha Omicron
Berkeley. to Edward Jenny, grad- Pi former marketing major from
uate front SJS in engineering.:
to Michael Brown of
Married in June. the couple now Sigma Nu.

BeatLook

Dropped’

Says Fashion Adviser

Juble Arnerieh, Alpha Omicron Physicians and Surgeons in San phnesis
Pi alum and teacher in Los Gatos, Francisco.
Kay Patterson, sophomore busi- major.
to Troy JaramIllu Jr.. senior in,Itistrial relations major from
Saratoga.
Phi Mu Mariann Mouterout
graduate from SJS In general elementary education front Live:
more, to John Temple, music.
teacher in San Jose.

Sue Dorwin, Alpha Phi senior
’education major from Oakland. to
I Don French, Alpha Tau Omega
;senior business and industrial
1management major from Oakland.
;They plan an April wedding.
Laurel Mouterout. graduate
from SJS in general elementary
education, from Livermore, to Jim
Blanchard also from Livermore.

St

I.sTst
..nrls have
,rned 1 pep up their wardrobes
.flod stretch their separates with
; the addition of the new mix ’it
I match vests which are available
in a wide variety of fabrics," Mrs
; Freeland commented.
1

NI ST(

MAGNETIC RECORDING
TAPE 1,200 FT:
Now only 149

THEATRE

TEST RIDE THE TOPPER SCOOTER
1960 Models of
While They Lott
SELL OUT PRICES

SAM ARENA’S
580

South

CV 5-1960

First

KULETUK

Corduroy tennis shoes, coupled
with bulky stretch and cotton
are quickly
,ks flurried

The authentic Enkimo
parkas

In white

on natural Orlon pile.

Warm quilt linine with

Now 14995

A

SPECIALISTS IN CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
CV 7-5174
213 SOUTH FIRST STREET

with braid trim.

WEBCOR REGENT
TAPE RECORDER

U

CONTACT LENS CENTER

THE PinKA. AT ITS PEAK

699’

FIRST

See Joe Allen & Frank Jackson

II

5" & 7" REELS

OPPOSITE

I’m wearing Contact Lenses
Contact Lenses have elevated
me to new realm of beauty.
Formerly I was only scrump
tious. But now ... well ... so.for yourself!

MFLS
PALM
BOWL

RECORDIO TAPE
RECORDER

266 SOUTH

ttlo Its4cot:ilioDriridopo:SHiz

Wear Glasses? Not- Me Anymore!

, Carol Smith, Kappa Alpha Theta
ljunior home economics major
1front Whittier, to Darryl Vecker,
!Delta Upsilon senior business major front Long Beach. The couple
;is planning a summer wedding.

Alpha Phi NMI Carson. graduate
’,odal science major from Menlo
Park, to former SJS student Jack,
By ELLEN SHULTE
climbing up the popularity lad - Lueretti, now at the College of
Fashion Editor
der. But the neater-looking all - 1
, "The beat-ibok is out; the lady - around flats tor semi flat shoest
Soy You Saw a
have been placed in the
’ look is in.’
That’s the way Mrs. Marge favored" category.
Spartan Ad
Freeland. manager of the fashion
SCARVES
%TED
department at Hale’s describes the
The jump f
"bins I’’ t
, coed fashion trend this fall.
Coeds are trading-in last year’s "lady -like" also has been make he 1111111’118 ry
bermuda shorts and oxford -type :111k III
shoes for this season’s more ver- -Scarves hate become outdated
satile and feminine - appearing %till, the Intrialueti
of new
"knee -ticklers" or shortie "band- hats ranging in ..1:1 le
front
stand" pleated skirts, according
sports-car raps. to glitter knits
to Mrs. Freeland.
and the net ’glamour hood’ for
Contrasted against the higher
open -car tonna! wear," Mrs.
Take a Bowling Break
hemlines are the longer -length
Freeland remarked. The tradiThe next time you go out ion coital’,
crew neck sueaters %%Melt have
fry a relaxing bowling break, too.
tional cocktail hats still are
Mel, psis the fun into bowling. 40
heel) iiiiiii 11/11ed in
.1. again
rated high in campus popularity
lanes, restaurant and lounge. M11 is
ttith the approaching winter
the place for a bowling date. Mls
welcomes Co-rec and Intramural
tteather. This season, however,
. It is apparent that this year’s
cyoups.
tlie roarscr knit has taken over
crop of college coeds finally is
the top popularity spot which
MELS PALM
leaving the realm of the "beat"
last year was occupied by the
BOWL
, generation to delve into the world
.-ashmere and furbiend sweaters.
1523 W. San Carlos St. CY 4-2110
of exciting femininity.
Fresh white blouses, adding to
dainty appearance of the fern -1
tie set, still are campus favorthough the long-sleeve styles
,-rank the nill-up sleeve models
the previous year. The stand :.y Peter Pan collar also has
rane a highly prized item with ,
league patterns running a
-e second.
MIX

CAPITOL RECORDS
25% OFF

secioy

Summer Marriages Link
evera I Campus Couples

/1 I
ill 1
Ht,t Tau
Delta
Delta t;
." 1. s’I we Corbin
Omega bromers t,ots.’en COM- sponsored by sigma Nu, is one
hining their efforts at informal of the members of the Homecomevening work parties for their ing queen’s royal court.
Homecoming float entry.
Homecoming events for the
Sigma Nu brothers and alumni
DELTA SlibiMA PHI
The brothers of Delta Sigma include an afternoon open house.
Phi and their dates will honor the Homecoming parade and a
returning alumni with a buffet post-game party at Mary -Ann
d innr
e
at the chapter house Gardens. The brothers have been
prior to the WSI game. A damp working on a float with the cofor the alums, brother% and eds of Alpha Chi Omega.
dates uill be held at the Los
SlliMA PHI EPSILON
tiatos Inn following the game.
Alumni of Kappa Tau-Stgma
Phi Epsilon and parents of the
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The brothers ctf Lambda Chi Al- active members still he honored
pha and the coeds of Kappa Alpha at a luncheon at the liolden
Theta are submitting a joint entry Doors rip Los flatus tomorrow.
An open house will follow.
for the Homecoming parade.

A "Sour Hour" has been
Alumni and their guests are inni and
vited to the Lambda Chi open planned for the al
house tomorrow from 130 to 4:30 chapter member% after the g
p.m.. and a buffet dinner after the tomorrow.
parade. A Homecoming party will
THETA XI
he held at the St. Claire hotel
Saturday the brothers (if thi
following the game.
Theta Xi and the coeds of Gamma
Phi Beta held a work exchange
DELTA UPSILON
Homecoming activities planned for their joint entry in the Homeby the brothers of Delta Upsilon coming parade.
include a pre -game cocktail party , Alumni members will be bon and a post -game party at the fra- tired at the Theta Xi house Saturternity house for the members !day at an afternoon dinner and
! post -game party.
and alumm

El.,.

t......

-"Cupid Springs Seven Arrows
Sparking Campus Engagements
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And a Work of Art Comes Out

Will Bonfire ’Irritate’ SJS This Year?

Toil, Energy Go Into a Float
Friday, Oil.

1-960

MIPARTAN DAILVti

AS SEEN IN PLAYBOY

TIE RIEW BEAD HOP
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You’ll FLIP over
the FLIP-TOP VEST
reverses itself to doubly,
your wearing pleaxure!

7-5174

CAN DO CORD
Luxurious 14-wale corduroy vest
one side
cord, other mad madder
print
witness new
rounded front. It’s Grodins for the best in the
Wild Vest!
,4>

5.95

DOUBLE-BREASTED
It’s all done with buttons! One side is doublebreasted in a dashing
district check
other
side is single-breasted in
red, gold or olive solid
Color flannel.

9.95

CROWNS
\ At [[Y FAIR. 2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD
196O

Church
Slate
St. Thomas Chapel

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
300 SOUP-I 10TH
a 7.15 a.m.
Every Thursday
Sunday E,einino-6:00 p Barbara E. Arnold
C

FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

PETE KI.T.111..
I
tomorrow. thousands
people will line hrst st. for
i.ming parade. Thev’ll
Iii’ people if all age.:.il I mir/.1.1..
%lid St 111’11 I he fillatS roll lis iii
of fragrant -less f o
,
liear ’00111)" and
Its

areonly skeletons. You still can
see the jeeps or trucks or miniature tractors which will carry the
floats. Everything’s in an uproar.
Chicken wire and cardboard lie
strewn carelessly on the floor.
But it’s Wednesday. And they’ve
got three days.
But now Wednesday is past,
Thursday is forgotten and Friday
is half wasted. Tomorrow’s the
day!

And you’ll hear such words as
"wonderful" and "beautiful" and
unavoidably "fabulous." Then it
will he "more wonderful" and
more beautiful" and "absolutely
ROOT BEER FLOAT
fabulous."
The motors will crank. Because
But don’t leave. Stay around champagne costs too much some
into late afternoon when the street inight christen their float with a
is filled with paper blown or torn pop bottle.
off the floats; stay around until
Then, perhaps, it will be a mot
the adjectives have filtered away
beer float.
and the passers-by have gone back
One by one, they’ll roll into
to their shopping: stay around unid y
see couples looking long- the world.
And mid -day tomorrow, thouingly after the last float.
sands of people will line First at.
GO TO SOURCE
And if you’re a real seeker of for the Homecoming parade.
riith, follow the floats to their They’ll be peo .
But this is where we came in.
sooree. a small warehouse on Mar 1 ket st. Don’t be disillusioned if
you hear a cry - a plea---"does it
have to he taken apart?"
The people you’ll see inside the
warehouse have been here before: many times, and for hours.
They were happier then because
they were creating, as an architect is an infinitely happier man
than a house wrecker.
What drx.s it take to build a
float’: Crepe paper and wood, you
say: chicken wire, glue. string:
don’t forget a hammer and nails.
These are essentials, but they’re
not all. It takes energy, most of
all
some sweat, although not
much blood unless you are an
urrato h,mmerer.
LOOKS LIKE DREDGERV
The work looks like drudgery.
Every night for a week you see
a group sitting on the floor rolling crepe paper into roses. lillies
or lilacs. Across the way stands
a husky lad pounding a nail into
hoard. Near him, a smaller, but
no less intense, fellow with a
sweatshirt saws a two-by-four.
It’s hard to work sometimes.
The coeds wear. either shorts or
slacks. One wonders, occasionally,
if this is a fashion show.
-Have you seen Willy," or
it here’s Coniglio?" drifts through
he air. That fellow means Gary :
-nigh(’ who’s in charge of the
irade. No one knows his where,houts.
Is anything being done, you
vender. Everyone is so casual and
mpant. But this is only Wednes- ,
v. There’s still Thursday andl
Saturday? The fin.

its 1111 11.5111/ 1/1 1 It
Homecoming bonfires base been
a constant source of "irritation"
to San Jose State for the past 10
years in the 12-year celebration
of the event.
In 1950, the college bonfire was
insured for a million dollars by
Lloyd’s of London. However, the
bonfire was burned on schedule
and the Spartans failed to collect
In 1951, the bonfire burned long
before the scheduled rally. I What
no insurance? i
The year 1952 found the file
burning on Halloween night
again before the rally.
BURNED AGAIN
The Homecoming parade of lulu; insured for S450,0h0. lin I
what about the bonfire? No such
luck. It burned the morning before the rally.
It took two policemen and a
radio car to keep firebugs Irian
setting the blaze ahead of schedule in 1955. The festivities went
off on time, however.
By 1957 SJS managed to set a
"record." Three bonfires on sche".il
dule in three consecutive

(HUI I
I

,Ls

I

luck
.i.ge’s
changed. The lire was sabotaged.
Twenty per cent of the wood pile
was destroyed the night before
the rally.
Last year another catastrophe
occurred. Friday’s Ilomueoming,
fire burned Thursday ii nut A lph,

();,
O.% log
afternoon reassemblyitig blackened kindling and ,icorched railroad ties. Fortunately, the bonfire was ready for burning again
by Friday night.
Talk about your 20 ye.0- ills
in the White House The Vegas
gulf". Strut’ .1-1 this year’s bonfire

gakitia4
9/mer
cif op
CY 2-0462

10th & Santa Clara

WELCOME
SJS ALUMNI

from the Merchants of

VALLEY FAIR
shopping Center. .

IA/ Is iv\ IN SKELETONS
so, hurries yet Most float,

No Worship
Service This Sunday

Retreat at Mt. Cross

Episcopal Church

CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S ICal, at San Carlos

Ser,icips at Trinity, at N. 2nd
8.00 a m. holy Cornmunon
9:25 ard 11:00 a..n.

’ ,TIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL

’Take A Car’

P ,
WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN

TRI-C

and best wishes to the students of San
Jose State and your outstanding football team in the BIG GAME with
Washington State

CHURCH
ior

Seminar 9:45 a.m.
It.lirencc Preedy Speaks on "THE IMMINENT COLLAPSE OF
FREEDOM IN THE FAR EAST,
World Missions Dinner 4:30 p.m.
’Teaker: Mel LyonsJUST RETURNED FROM THE CONGO

TRI-C BUILDING
3rd and San Antonio

Wesley Foundation
The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
205 EAST SANTA CLARA AT 5thCY 2-3707
SUNDAY
40c
6:00 P.M. Dine -a -mite
7.00 P.M. Wesley Meeting
8:00 P M. Open Meeting"Religious Affiliation and the American Presidency"
Panel Discussion: Fr. John Duryea, Rev, Stuart Anderson

-

12

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.
WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.
A service for students by students.
C,s,s stop at 7th and San Fernando
And 7th and San Carlos at 9:30
n m. No charge, Other stops as
rquesfed (CV 4.7447).

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

The Alameda at Shasta
CV 4-7447
Sunday Services

30-1:20 ... Midweek Luncheon

8:30 & 11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

ROGER WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP
6:30

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Services

8.45 A.M.
7700 A.M.
7 70 P.M.
John M. Aiei.
Pastor

George L. Collins
Campus Pastor
10th & San Fernando

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
fc,r

MPeting

-For Whom Should The Christian Vote?"
Democratic: Mr, Wester Sweet
Republican: Mr. Robert Jensen

Free -n -Easy Parking
Shop 3 Nights

ft

A

7.40

a.r11.

Mon., Thurs., Fri.

VF MERCHANTS

WESTMINSTER

THIS THURSDAY

5:19 ()uppor

52 Major Stores

Arvin’s Maternity Shop
Afherfon’s Valley Fair
Barber Shop
Bank of America
C. H. Baker
Beatrice Self Lamps
Beauty Salons
Bloom’s Shoe Store
Bob and Guy Fountain
Branding Iron
The Cable Car
Campi Music
The Celebrity House
Coast Ra,iin

Don Ells Pastry Shop
The Fashion
Gaete’s Flower Shop
Gem Shoe Repair
General Finance
Grodins
House of Fabrics
Howard Peterson
Jay Vee Stores
Jenkel Jewelers
Joseph Magnin
Karmellorn
Kathy Don

Kay Jewelets
Leeds
Lerner Shops
Manning’s
Macy’s
McWhorter -Young
Mode O’Day
Necchi Sewing Machine
Olan Mills Photography
Pay Less Drugs
Pine Cone
Post Office
San Jose Paint &
Wallpaper

Sce’s Candy
Simoni’s
Singer Sewing Mech.’’,
Sommer & Kaufmann
Stuart’s
Thom McAn
Top Notch Nutrition
Valley Fair Bottle Shop
Valley Fair Cleaners
Valley Fair Market
Webbs Photo Supply
Webster’s Shoes
Woolworth’s

Perspective

J,rr.n1
"Vital Christianity"
6:00 p.m. Knox Club
"The Disadvantages
of Being a
Christian"

Valley Fair Shopping Center

G. Winfield Illout, Minntar

Stevens Creek Blvd. at the Freeway

Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

----..411111111111.

List Continues To Grow

Former Spartans Now Famous
io-sYARTAN DAILY

Degree Prestige Alumni Assn. Goal

By DAN PETERREN
The list of famous Spartan gradAn SJS degree is going to be
Friday, U4:t
19430 uates continues to grow -including some alumni who are winning worth more in the future than it
Is now, if a program announced by
national fame.
the Alumni assn. is successful.
Among this list of prominent
"Continuing to enrich the Value
alumni is Gaylord Nelson 1391, a of Your Degree" is the theme of
social science graduate who be- the program announced recently
came the first Democratic gover- by Edwin T. Mosher, national SJS
alumni president
Boys, lovely an. to share, Et. priv., every nor
of Wisconsin since the early
thing fury. $7 wk. 017 S. 6th after S.
Mosher said if an SJS degree
thirties.
is to increase in value, the asso4 Students for lg. 2 bdrrn. unfur. apt.
In
the
entertainment
world. Pat ciation must help provide scholar$27.50 ea wiw carp, stove. ref. drapes.
Suzuki. star of the Broadway hit ship and research programs, pubCV 4-3668.
show. -Flower Drum Song." re- lic relations in placement, continued
Leellitto for 2 or 3 students to share an ceived her bachelor’s degree at SJS athletic development and seminars
apt. with Kurt Kehler. AN 4-8390 alter in 1953. Other famed grads of the for various departments.
6 p.m.
musical world are orchestra leader
NOW WORKING
Carmen Dragon, opera star Irene
For Selo
In some areas the association is
Dallis and the jazz world’s Cal
already working toward this goal,
For Sale: ’48 Plymouth, $110. Cali FR Tjader.
according to Ken Rued, executive
8-2298 1 dr. business coupe.
SJS’s contribution to the sports
ED MOSHER
director.
.
. Heads Alumni assn.
2 dr. $225. CV 2-2557 cue.’ scene includes Billy Wilson, end
’53 Ford
A committee from the alumni
CV 2.5000 day.
coach for the San Francisco ’49ers; executive board is currently plan-lush,
engineering, men’s and wornDan’ Colchico, defensive end for ning a fund drive to help finance en., physical education, journal1957 Harley Davidson Model 165, Sa-ri
the ’49ers; sprinter Ray Norton s new College Union building, he ism, recreation, police and business.
fice!! CV 7-9976 after 6:00. Ted.
of the ’49ers; and Ken Venturi, declared.
HELPS ENGINEERS
51 Buick 4 dr. R & H & w.w. $225. A one of the nation’s top professional
Members of the association also
clean car work & dating. Knute Hans. golfers.
The association also ’helped conwork
in
co-operation
with
nine
SJS
ston, 352 S. 9th, CV 4400, Ext. 3,
vince the leaders of California’s
Other prominent grads are Bruce departments in compiling newslethigher education system that SJS
1940 Hr-Dan. Mod 61. Extras-CY 5- Allen ill -Los Gatos’, San Jose ters and mailing lists.
5016 after 6 p.m.
City Councilman Robert Doerr and
Once each semester these news. should be allowed to apply for
Santa Clara County Supervisor Ed letters are mailed to alumni who accreditation for its Engineering
Two guitars, 3 rifles. filing cabinet. 2
h;ss majored in philosophy, Eng- department. according I, :gusher.
Levin.
’ape recorders. CV 4-5688.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
2k line first insertion
20c lin succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
To Place an Ad:
Cll at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
ReIdols
Yuung single

-.mate *anted female
Anytime aft, 4:00

Men’s college - use 47 S. 8th St. Fury
washer, phcne, piano
cleaning service $28.
NEXT MONTHS
eixse brand new I & 2 br
i,,n. Ws. nea :allege. 460 S. 10111. one
S J. Sound -proofed,
of Pe.. Ic;
.,e. Built.in elect. &
cOrea .
oeds. Deluxe w.w.
.
ash i
- c.c.- doors. Ash book
cars.- ;
cast,. Sr l5 & us per me. DISSATISFIED
WITH PRESENT LOCATION? See us.
cal a. so’ 3 CY 3 4:7 . FREE RENT
196C.
UNT L NOV.
BEFORE

,--4YING

1 Man to share 2 bdrm. apt., $40 mo.
Mem 49. Many extras, rebuilt enq. Best
Stt S ICith act 3.
Offer, CV 7.9025.
3 w,n to
^,re room, good foo’d,
Lost Gad Pond
ilt0 per mo. 680 S. 5th St.
gold wedding in Men’s (5yin. If
Lost,
V, ANTED
snare nice dupes found please return to Or, Mi.ench,
CV 3.8793.
S
Bldg. K. Reward.
student $22.50 me. Cr. S. Lest-Notebook brown cover, fc, Foods
- CV 2.1327.
class. Call Lucerne 2-0900 collect after
4.30 Friday, after. 1:30 Thursday. Re.
Apts. for rent-Looking for roommates?? ward.
We have apts. 21/2 to 3 blocks from
Help Wonted
PIPC
campus. wall to wall Ca’s,.
tric ki.chcen drape:.
nner meal
apply 155 S.
d
Hasher
for
swimming pool plus r,.rne,c.5 eerOS.
Call Scaran Rental Service or come in 11th D.U. House after 5 p.m.
acd see us at 485 S. 9th. CV 7.8877 or
MIscollemees
CV 7-8713 evenings.
Accurate typing ’pica). 170 S. 10th St.
Girl to share
apt. with 2 others’, Anytime. CV 441884, Reasonable.
r .
:C 2.0115.
MANUSCRIPTS, THESES TYPED FAST,
Fore Rms, Male Students, Kit. Priv. $10 - ACCURATE REAS. FR 8.6561 after 5
per.
IS Cal CV 3-3088.
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS. $12.50
Women, approved housing. Room and plus. I in gold free. A real offer. AL 2
$22.50 per week, double room. 9191.
e rcorn available.
Classical, oriental, folk, modern dance
lessons nearby. CV 4-5688.
Boys lovely carpet rms kit. priv. corn.
p e t. y turn. $7 wk. or $25 mo, 532 S 9Export typing, day or night. reasonable.
CL 1-1824 or Cl 8.4335
5..

STUDENT
SPECIALS
LUBRICATION

Rim. for -

4.14411P.

SI.50

DAY and NITE

$7.00

Crewcut

Flattops

Ivy League

MACS Crewcut Kings
Right Next to Campus
to Serve You Better
Across from Administration Bldg.

BREHM BROS.

MAC’S BARBER SHOP

BRING A.S.B. CARD
Across from Campus

WELCOME
WELCOME

ALUMS TO MEET
In the spring, the alumni social
season is highlighted by the second
annual alumni week the first week
in May. The week is in conjunction
with Founders Day programs sponsorer! by SJS. The association

HAPPY HOUSE SHOP
GIFTS, CARDS, CANDY
FREE! - I Box of our Special
Candies with any Purchase of
$3.00 or more.
153 S. First
CT 7-8930

STUDENT
SPECIAL
Roughwash: 50c per loud
TUESDAYS ONLY
Put in Tues., Get Back Th,
Also Dry Ceasing
,

.

SAN JOSE
LAUNDERETTE
der r1F-w rn

f

463 South 2nd

5+
11.

92+ Octane Reg. - 100+ Octane Ethyl ’
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell x -I 00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38c
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 50c
Castrol
I9c
Eastern Bulk, qt.
100‘
$1.98
5 -gal. Sealed Can, 100 Eastern
package 22c
Cigarettes

20% STATIONS

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
277 E. San Fernando

FERNANDO

boasts 1000 life menthers and 1611
yearly members.
Life membership fees are SIN,
and dues for yearly member,. at,.
$5 for single membership, and
$7.50 for husband -wife
ships.

SAVE
per
2‘,.,,c
j gal.

$10.00

Vacation Trailer Rentals
Auto and Towing Service
Brake Service
Batteries
Tuneup:

4th and SAN

STOCKTON REUNION
A reunion is also slated at
Stockton Nov. 5 after the COP
contest.
The big alumni social event for
the fall season is the annual Horn.’ coming dance tomorrow night following the Washington state game.
Rued said.
The dance, to start at 10 p.m..
will he in the Terrace room of the
Hawaiian Gardens. Seniors can obtain free tickets at the alumni office, building K. in front of the
Spartan cafeteria on Seventh st.,
he said.

Little or No Waiting

*, nth’.
NITE PARKING
6 c m to 8 a.m

Roed pointed out that the aasoelation tries to keep its alumni
in other areas active with frequent
social activties.
During the fall grid season, the
association sponsors a reunion after SJS football games on the road.
Reunions were held at Eugene.
Ore., after the Oregon game and
at Rickey’s Studio inn after the
Stanford game.

Open 8-6 p.m. 6 days a week

4th & Williams

-

6th & Keys

-

10th & Taylor

ALUMNUSES
ALUMNik,ES
:k.ND

WELCOME TO
ALUMNIERS
NOW THAT YOU’RE OUT AND CAN AFFORD
AN
OFFICIAL SAN JO SE STATE COLLEGE
RING WHY NOT SEND US THE INFORMATION WITH A TEN DOLLAR
DEPOSIT - WE’LL PROCESS IT IMMEDIATELY.
Your initials engraved and year of graduation and degree outside. - Gold encrusted
Fraternity letters six dollars extra. Backyear date three dollars extra.
LADIES

GOLD RINGS

OK.$2.4"

MEN’S GOLD RINGS

YOU

Too T.

PAPER- eACK5

"Not one Mickey Spillane
-Things aren’t the way
they used to be around
this place!"

COURTESY OF
THE COLLEGE
STORE

10K.

$3125

BOOK
SPARTAN
STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"
IIINI1151111111mise_

